Chase the Flush is an exciting new card game where
players and the dealer receive three hole cards which
they combine with four community cards to make the
longest possible seven-card flush. Card rankings Ace
(high) - 2 (low) are used to break ties between hands with
the same number of flush cards.

HOW TO PLAY

Make an Ante and X-Tra Bonus
wager to begin the game. Both
bets must be equal.

After receiving three hole cards, players can
either bet 3x their Ante or check.
After seeing the two-card flop, players can
either bet 2x their Ante or check.
After seeing the Turn and River cards, players
can either bet 1x their Ante or fold.
The dealer qualifies with a 9 high three-card flush or
higher. If the dealer does not qualify, all remaining Antes
push. When the hands tie, the All In, Ante, and X-Tra
Bonus bets push. *See paytables for odds.

Wins when the player
wins with four or more
cards of the same suit.

Wins if the player has a
four-card flush or higher.
Player does not have to
win the hand to win the
Same Suit Bonus.

a. The “Must Hit By” progressive award is a mystery award not tied to a wining
hand. Only one player can be awarded by thisprogressive per round.
b. The Mystery progressive is triggered at random after paid games.
c. Player is responsible for checking with Dealer to ensure mystery
progressive has been registered prior to commencing game play.

OPTIMAL STRATEGY
Before - Flop Decision:
• 3x any three suited hole cards, else
• 3x any suited Ace or King, else
• check all others

After - Flop Decision:
• 2x three card flush or better, else
• 2x two card flush draws using hole cards
averaging Jack or higher, else
• check all others

After - River Decision:
• 1x 4-card flush or better, else
• 1x 3-card Jack-high flush or better, else
• 1x 3-card flush except against two higher
suited cards on board, else
• fold all others

Malfunctions void all plays and pays. Bet with your
head, not over it. If you or someone you know has a
gambling problem and wants help, call 1-800-gambler.
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